VILLAGE OF CHAGRIN FALLS

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD MINUTES
March 7,2017
Members present: Barclay, Clemens, King, Koepf, Naylor.
Also Present: Edwards

Meeting called to order at: 8:30 AM
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Motion byNaylor, second byKing to approve February 21 meeting minutes. Motion passed.
1. Oscar Giovanni Salon

29 South Main Street

Signage - Final Approval

Owner Oscar Giovanni presented photographs and drawings for proposed sign which were met with
positive commentfrom the Board.

Motion for Final Approval of proposed sign as presented byNaylor, second byKing.

2. Sample

164 Bradley Street

Final Approval with Condition

Architect William Oeflein and Applicant-Owner Roger Sample presented plans and photographs for
house addition and alterations incorporating Board comments from 2/7/17 ARB meeting. Front elevation
first floor windows were retained with a paired window to the north and relocation of doorslightly to the
south to maintain character defining features of house; and, rear elevation porch re-designed as screenedin with no windows. Board asked that rear elevation porch be slightly set back to the north to leave
vertical trim on rear elevation exposed, and forporch posts to be more defined with addition of trim to tie

invertically with the house. The north elevation fireplace doghouse was rejected as not compatible with
the historic character of the house. Owner was asked to revise and resubmit doghousedesign in keeping

with theproportion and scale of thehouse and suggested a bay window for inspiration.

Motion for Final Approval of plans as presented incorporating comments from Board and conditioned on
revision and resubmittal of fireplace dog house design by Naylor, second by King. Motion passed.

3. Sluder

358 Hickory Hill

Preliminary Approval

Historical Significance Report (HSR) dated 3/2/17 as prepared by Mr. Sande states that house at 358
Hickory Hill does not meet the standards for historical significance as defined by Village Code. Mr.
Sande states that in hisopinion theproposed addition would not have anadverse effect.
Motion that Historic Significance Report was reviewed and accepted by Naylor, second by King. Motion
passed.

